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We have used serial electron microscopy
and Z&dimensional
reconstructions
of dendritic
spines
from Purkinje
spiny
branchlets
of normal adult rats to evaluate 2 questions about
the relationships
of spine geometry to synaptic efficacy. First,
do relationships
between spine geometry and other anatomical indicators
of synaptic activity suggest that spine size
and shape might be associated
with synaptic efficacy? Reconstructed
spines were graphically
edited into head and
neck compartments;
the area of the postsynaptic
density
(PSD) was measured;
the volume of spine smooth endoplasmic reticulum
(SER) was computed;
and all of the vesicles in the axonal varicosities
were counted.
Spine head
volume and the volume of SER contained
in the head are
well correlated
with the area of the PSD and the number of
vesicles
in the presynaptic
axonal varicosity.
Spine neck
diameter does not fluctuate with PSD area, head volume, or
the vesicle number. These results suggest that the dimensions of the spine head, but not of the spine neck, are likely
to reflect differences
in synaptic efficacy.
Second, does the geometry of cerebellar
spine necks reduce the transfer of synaptic charge to the recipient dendrite
from the theoretical
maximum that could be transferred
if
the synapse were on a dendritic
shaft2 Comparison
of volume to surface area showed that the spine heads are approximately
spherical
and the necks are approximately
cylindrical. Application
of results from a biophysical
model that
assumed these geometrical
shapes for spines (Wilson, 1984)
showed that the cerebellar
spine necks are unlikely to reduce transfer of synaptic charge by more than 5-20% even
if their SER were to completely
block passage
of current
through the portion of the neck that it occupies. We suggest
that the constricted
spine neck diameter might serve to isolate metabolic
events in the vicinity of activated synapses
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by reducing diffusion to neighboring
synapses, without significantly influencing
the transfer of synaptic charge to the
postsynaptic
dendrite.

Dendritic spineshave captured the imagination of neuroscientists sincethe turn of the century when Ramon y Cajal(189 1,
1911) first describedthem on Golgi-impregnated neuronsand
proposed that they might be sites of communication between
neurons.With study by electron microscopy, it hasbeenestablished that spinesare indeed major postsynaptic targets of excitatory axonal input (Gray, 1959). Becauseof their small size,
spineshave remained inaccessibleto direct study by electrophysiologicalmethods.Therefore, biophysicalmodelshave been
developed to test the rangeof possibleeffects that spinesmight
have on transfer of information betweenneurons(Chang, 1952;
Diamond et al., 1970; Rall, 1970, 1974, 1978; Camavale and
Johnston, 1982; Perkel, 1982/83; Johnston and Brown, 1983;
Koch and Poggio, 1983; Kawato et al., 1984; Turner, 1984;
Wilson, 1984; Cossand Perkel, 1985; Perkel and Perkel, 1985;
Brown et al., 1988). If spine headshave excitable membrane,
then the size of the action potential generatedin the spinehead
is nonlinearly related to the spine neck resistance(Jack et al.,
1975; Rall and Segev, 1988), and groupsof neighboring spines
might serve logical gating functions (Miller et al., 1985; Shepherd et al., 1985; Shepherdand Brayton, 1987). A major conclusion drawn from thesebiophysical modelsis that within an
optimal range, small changesin the dimensions of the spine
neck could have large effectson the amount of synaptic current
generatedin spine heads(for both passive and active spines)
and the amount of chargetransferred to the recipient dendrite.
Other theoretical work suggests
that the constricted spinenecks
might facilitate formation of an electrochemical gradient that
attracts chargedmoleculesinto the spineheadfrom the dendrite
(Horwitz, 1984), control the diffusion of substancesinto and
out of the spine(Shepherd, 1979), or enhancethe elevation of
calcium concentration in the vicinity of activated synapseson
spine heads(Gamble and Koch, 1987).
Severalanatomicalstudieshave shownthat spinemorphology
is responsiveto experimental manipulationsand environmental
conditions. Many of thesestudieshave usedobservationsfrom
Golgi-impregnated neuronsand therefore have been limited by
the resolution of the light microscope from making complete
measurementsof dendritic spinesand their associatedsynapses
(e.g.,Scheibeland Scheibel,1968;SchapiroandVukovitch, 1970;
Valverde, 1971; Globus et al., 1973; Ryugo et al., 1975; Rutledge, 1976; Feldman and Peters, 1979; Pysh and Weiss, 1979;
Connor et al., 1980; Cosset al., 1980; Rausch and Scheich,
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1982). Other investigators have measured parts of spines in
electron micrographs of single thin sections and used stereological procedures to reveal stimulation-induced changes in spine
size and/or synaptic area (e.g., Van Harreveld and Filkova,
1975; Moshkov, 1977, 1980; Lee et al., 1980; Fitkova and Anderson, 198 1; Vrensen and Nunes-Cardozo,
1981; Desmond
and Levy, 1983,1986a, b; Chang and Greenough, 1984; Wenzel
et al., 1985; Petukhov and Popov, 1986). Interpretation of these
results has been difficult because most of the spine structure and
synaptic area are not visible on a single thin section (Harris and
Stevens, 1988) and because of differences in tissue preparation
protocols (Desmond and Levy, 1988).
In order to overcome the limitations of light microscopy and
single thin section analysis, spines and synapses have been studied with serial electron microscopy (e.g., Westrum and Blackstad, 1962; Freire, 1978; Spacek and Hartman, 1983; Wilson
et al., 1983; Spacek, 1985; Reeves and Steward, 1986; Benshalom and White, 1988). Tracings of spine parts from sequential electron micrographs were used to depict the spines in 3
dimensions by artistic representations or computer-generated
graphical reconstructions and to obtain quantitative measures
of some spine features.
We have used serial electron microscopy and computer-assisted reconstruction systems to obtain sufficiently complete and
accurate measures ofdendritic spines, their smooth endoplasmic
reticulum (SER), synapses, and presynaptic varicosities to begin
evaluating 2 questions concerning the possible effects of spine
geometry on synaptic efficacy. First, does spine neck constriction
serve to partition an appropriate amount of SER and cytoplasm
in the vicinity of the synapse, thus providing a mechanism for
local metabolic control of the synapse and separation of biochemical events occurring at activated synapses from events
occurring at neighboring inactive synapses (“compartmentation” hypothesis)? The word “compartmentation”
was chosen
instead of “compartmentalization”
because compartmentation
simply means division into separate sections or units, where
compartmentalization
suggests division especially into units
lacking normal interaction or cooperation. Since we do not know
whether neighboring spines might act as electronic or electrically
active logical units, compartmentation is used here. Second, is
there sufficient variation in spine neck dimensions to suggest
that alterations in spine neck resistance could provide a simple
mechanism for modulating the transfer of synaptic charge to
the recipient dendrite, and hence modulate synaptic efficacy
(“resistance” hypothesis)?
Spiny branchlets of cerebellar Purkinje cells were chosen for
our first analysis because previous study revealed that these
spines were of relatively more uniform shape than spines found
in hippocampus (Harris and Landis, 1986) or cerebral cortex
(Jones and Powell, 1969; Peters and Kaiserman-Abramhof,
1970) and therefore principles governing spine shape and size
might be easier to discern. A subsequent paper will provide a
comparative analysis for hippocampal dendritic spines (K. M.
Harris and J. K. Stevens, unpublished observations). Preliminary results have been reported elsewhere (Harris et al., 1985;
Harris and Stevens, 1986, 1988).

Materials

and Methods

Tissuepreparation
Two male rats of the Long-Evans strain (137 and 3 10 gm) were perfused
through the heart under deep pentobarbital anesthesia with 2% paraformaldehyde and 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer at

pH 7.35,37”C and 4 psi. The brains were left undisturbed in the cranium
for 1 hr and then the cerebellum was removed. For the first animal, the
whole cerebellum was postfixed in the aldehyde mixture for 2 hr at 4°C
and then stored in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer for 2 d. Then it was removed
from buffer and sliced sagittally at 400 pm, The slices were washed in
cacodylate buffer, soaked for 1 hr in 1% OsO,, washed in cacodylate
and acetate buffers, soaked overnight in 1% uranyl acetate at 4”c, rinsed
in acetate buffer, dehydrated through graded ethanols, propylene oxide,
embedded in Epon, and serially sectioned at silver-gray (0.06 pm) on a
Reichert Ultracut E ultramicrotome (series 20). For the second animal,
the cerebellum was sliced sagittally at 400 pm, immediately after dissection, These slices were then washed with agitation in buffer, soaked
for 1 hr in 1.5% potassium ferrocyanide with 1% OsO,, followed by 1
hr in II 0~0,. Tissue sections were soaked in 30 and 50% ethanol for
10 min each, immersed for 1 hr in 1% uranyl acetate in 70% ethanol
at room temperature, dehydrated and embedded in Epon, and serially
thin sectioned at silver (about 0.07 pm, series 25). The series identification numbers reflect that these are the 20th and 25th series that have
been photographed in the laboratory, including all studies of hippocampus and cerebellum. Both series were mounted on Formvar-coated slot
grids (Synaptek) and stained for 5 min with Reynolds’ lead citrate. Each
grid of each series was mounted in a grid cassette (Stevens and Trogadis,
1984) and stored in a numbered gelatin capsule.

Electron microscopy
The grid cassettes were mounted in rotating stages to obtain consistent
orientation of sections on adjacent grids during photography at a JEOL
1OOB electron microscope. Two segments of Purkinje cell spiny branchlets were photographed at 100 kV and at 10,000 and 15,000 magnification. For the first animal, a segment of spiny branchlet was photographed and analyzed through 42 serial sections. For the second animal,
a segment of spiny branchlet dendrite was photographed through 150
serial sections and quantitatively analyzed through 50 serial sections.
We chose to photograph these 2 dendritic segments through serial sections instead of selecting a large population of individual spines from
different dendrites for 2 practical reasons. First, this approach allowed
us to choose a magnification low enough (10,000) to contain the dendrites, all of their associated spines, and their presynaptic axonal varicosities on a single EM negative but high enough to retain excellent
resolution of the organelles, vesicles, and postsynaptic densities. By
positioning the cross-sectioned dendrite in the very center of the field
on each serial section, we could avoid the very tedious process of trying
to reconstruct from montaged series. To obtain the same number of
spines from a larger population of dendrites would have required photographing several different fields through serial sections or a single field
at a very much lower magnification, which would have compromised
This method was unbiased because
the accuracyof the reconstructions.
the properties of dendritic spines in preceding and succeeding sections
could not be known, whereas choosing individual spines would be subject to the experimenter’s ability to identify portions of spines on single
sections.

Three-dimensionalreconstructions
The EM negatives were rephotographed onto positive 35 mm filmstrips
to create a continuous “movie” of the serial sections (Stevens, 1980;
Stevens et al., 1980; Stevens and Trogadis, 1984). The filmstrip was
mounted on a computer-controlled
film transport system and viewed
through a high-resolution TV camera. To align subjects in adjacent
sections, the image in the first section was stored in a frame buffer, and
the filmstrip was advanced to the next section where the same subject
was viewed “live” with the camera. The live and stored images were
flashed back and forth on a high-resolution monitor, and the film transport system was moved until the live image of the subject and all of
the surrounding structures were superimposed on the stored images from
the adjacent section. The coordinates of the aligned images were then
stored by the computer. This process of microalignment was repeated
independently for each sectioned portion of the dendrite, all dendritic
spines, their SER, their synapses, and their presynaptic axonal varicosities. Once portions of individual subjects were microaligned across
serial sections, a bitpad was used to superimpose the trace on the membrane boundaries or a spot to count individual vesicles in the presynaptic
axonal varicosity. To calculate total length of the dendritic segments, a
cursor was positioned in the center of the dendritic profile and lengths
added to retain this central position when passing through aligned adjacent sections using the MENS program (Stevens and Trogadis, 1984).
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When the tracings were complete, they were stored on floppy disks
and transported to the Image Graphics Laboratory (IGL) at Children’s
Hospital, where programs were developed to read the data structure of
the traces so that a modified version of the PANDORA image-analysis
system (Pearlstein et al., 1986) could be used to display, edit, and analyze
the reconstructions quantitatively.
Graphics

editing

The tracings of the dendritic spines were graphically removed at their
origins from the dendritic segments and then edited into their heads
and necks. The neck was considered to be the portion of the dendritic
spine that was of approximately uniform diameter along the length
between the spine origin and the inflexion with the head. To discern
where to cut the junction between the head and the neck graphically,
each reconstructed spine was first rotated about its central axis to view
the spine from all angles. Then front (0°) and back (180”) views were
plotted with hidden lines supressed to serve as guides for editing individual traces of each portion of the spine in each section. Similarly, the
SER in each spine was edited into the head and neck portions. The
edited spines were replotted with hidden lines supressed to discern that
they were correctly edited at the head-neck and neck-dendrite junctions.
If these plots revealed editing errors, the spines were re-edited until all
junctions were correct. Then spine dimensions were measured and computed as described below.
Computation
of volumes, areas, lengths, and counts
Spine neck and head volumes. These were computed by multiplying the
area of traced cytoplasm by the section thickness and adding a cross
section containing portions of the spines. The boundary areas of spines
appear as gray fuzz on sections where spines were cut parallel to their
plasmalemma. To compute the volume associated with these spine
boundaries, the area ofthe gray fuzz was measured, multiplied by section
thickness, and divided by 2, assuming that approximately half of the
gray fuzz area is adjacent to cytoplasm. Total spine volume was computed by adding the volumes ofeach ofthe head and neck compartments
together.
Total PSD areas. For cross-sectioned synapses, total PSD areas were
computed by summing the lengths of the PSD and multiplying by section
thickness and the number of sections. For synapses cut en face (i.e.,
parallel to the PSD), the area of the PSD was measured on the single
section in which it appeared. When a synapse was cut obliquely, some
portions were cut parallel to the PSD on adjacent sections. A “connector” length was constructed where the edges of the 2 areas overlapped
on adjacent sections and multiplied by section thickness to calculate
the amount of PSD area crossing obliquely between the 2 adjacent
sections. This “connector” area was added to areas cut en face or in
cross section along an oblique or curving synaptic surface.
Spine neck length was measured between the dendrite and junction
with the head, across serial sections for cross-sectioned necks, and within
a single section for longitudinally sectioned necks. Spine head length
was determined from the calculation of head diameter described under
Biophysical Modeling below. Total spine length was calculated by adding the measured neck length to the calculated head length.
Spine neck diameter was first measured at the thinnest part of the
neck using superimposed sections of the neck as guides. The average
radius of the neck along its length was also computed from the formula
for the volume of a right cylinder, Y = (+h, where V is the measured
neck volume and h is the measured neck length. This computed radius
was multiplied by 2 to obtain the “calculated” and “effective” diameters
in Figure 10, A and B.
SER and varicosity volumes were calculated in the same way that was
described for the dendritic spine volume.
The total number of vesicles in the presynaptic axonal varicosity was
computed by counting every vesicle with a membrane and clear center
in each section of the varicosity. Since synaptic vesicles are about 0.070.08 pm in diameter, a vesicle defined by a clear center should appear
in only one section.
Selection of sample fields for comparing PSD areas on
reconstructed dendritic spines with PSD areas on other spines
in the cerebellar molecular layer
The goal of this test was to determine whether the dimensions measured
from the reconstructed spines might be extended to a larger population
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of spines on Purkinje spiny branchlets. We needed a relatively simple
and accurate method to sample other spines in the molecular layer. We
discovered in our initial analysis that there exists a positive correlation
between PSD area on individual dendritic spines and several other spine
features. PSDs are easy to recognize and trace through serial sections,
and therefore PSD area was chosen as an index of comparison among
reconstructed spines and a larger population of spines in sample fields
selected from other portions of the cerehellar molecular layer.
Four sample fields were photographed from the same sections as were
used for series 20 and 25 to control for possible differences in section
thickness that might alter dimensions if they were obtained from other
sections. One sample for each series was obtained from a 200 pm2 area
surrounding the reconstructed dendrite (adjacent sample), and a second
sample was obtained from a 200 pm* area located 40 (series 20) or 200
(series 25) linear microns away from the adjacent sample (distant sample). Both fields for series 20 were located approximately 60 linear pm
from the Purkinje cells and for series 25, 150 linear pm from the Purkinje
cells. Every spine PSD with a portion located on the central “sample”
section was measured through adjacent serial sections on photomicrographs at a digitizing bitpad in the IGL. Since 8 serial sections completely
contained the largest spine synapse we have reconstructed, these 4 sample fields were photographed through 20 serial sections to completely
contain every PSD with an edge on the central sample section.
To calibrate the bitpad measuring system with measures obtained on
the movie reconstruction system, 14 synapses were traced and measured
through serial sections on both systems. The synaptic areas measured
from photomicrographs on the bitpad were 19% smaller than the traces
obtained from the movie reconstruction system. It is easier to follow,
identify, and measure PSDs on the movie system, and therefore the
discrepancy between these 2 systems is likely to result from missing
parts of synapses on the photomicrographs. Therefore, the PSD areas
obtained by the bitpad measurements were increased by 19% before
comparing PSD areas in the sample fields with those on the reconstructed spines. From these 4 sample fields, an additional 152 spine
PSD areas were measured and compared with those from spines reconstructed with the movie system.
Section thickness determination
Initially, section thickness was assumed to be 0.06 or 0.07 pm, based
on the interference color of the sections floating on water in the boat of
the diamond knife (Meek, 1976). The Purkinje cell dendrites are approximately cylindrical, so an independent estimate of section thickness
could be obtained by measuring the diameters of longitudinally sectioned dendrites at their maxima in single sections and comparing this
measured diameter to the number of sections that the dendrite appeared
in (see Fig. 5 of Harris and Stevens, 1988). Section thickness was then
calculated as
Thickness &m/section) = measured diameter (pm)/
number of sections.
For series 20, the average section thickness from 5 measures was
calculated to be 0.06 pm, and for series 25, the average section thickness
from 5 measures was calculated to be 0.07 pm, in close agreement with
the estimates obtained by interference coloration of the sections.
Biophysical modeling
To test whether cerebellar spine necks are cylindrical, empirical measures of neck lateral surface areas were compared with values that would
be predicted for a right cylinder. To compute the predicted neck surface
area, the neck radius was first calculated from the measured neck volume
(I), where V = (@h and h is the measured neck length. Then this
calculated value of the neck radius was substituted into the formula for
the lateral surface area (SA) of a cylinder, where predicted SA = 2(T)rh.
Average spine neck diameters along this length of cylinder were then
computed by multiplying the calculated r value by 2, and this value
compared favorably with measured neck diameters.
To test whether cerebellar spine heads are spherical, measured and
predicted spine head surface areas were compared. To compute the
predicted head surface area, the radius of each head was first calculated
from the measured head volume (V’), where Y = 4/3(?r)r3 for a sphere.
Then the calculated r was used to determine the predicted surface area,
where SA = 4(?r)r* for a sphere. This comparison was used because it
was impossible to measure reliably the diameter, and not a chord, of
the head. Figure 7 of Wilson (1984) was used to construct the “percent
reduction” curves of Figures 10, A, B (see Results for further description
of the methods used).
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Figure I. A, Purkinje spiny branchlet (star) of series 20 located in the middle of the dense neuropil of the molecular layer. This is section number
23 of the series. Arrows indicate all spine parts on this section that were found to be connected to this dendritic segment through serial reconstruction.
Portions of some spines illustrated in subsequent figures in complete reconstructions are located here and numbered. Number 23 indicates portions
of a branched spine. A nonspiny dendrite (non) shared axonal varicosities with some of the spines connected to this spiny branchlet. Smooth
endoplasmic reticulum (ser) is identified in one spine (largearrow).Same magnification as in B. B, Purkinje spiny branchlet (star) of series 25
located near a blood vessel (bv). This is section number 27 of the series. Cistemae of smooth endoplasmic reticulum (ser, large arrows) are easily
seen in the spines. Arrowsindicate all spine parts found to be connected to this dendrite in previous or subsequent sections, and the neck of spine
number 37 is cross-sectioned. Scale bar, 1 pm.

Statistical analyses
The RSl statistical package (Bolt, Beranek and Newman, Cambridge,
MA) was used to obtain correlations and comparisons described in the
Results. For comparisons of mean values, the sample distributions were
first tested for normality by the Wilkes-Shapiro test, and then the F test
for homogeneity of variance was applied. If these criteria were met,
then a parametric t test was used to test differences between mean values.
The nonparametric Mann-Whitney
U statistic was used for the comparisons if both distributions were not normal and their variance was
not homogeneous.

Results
Three-dimensionalreconstructionsof dendritic segmentsfrom
Purkinje spiny branchlets
One spiny dendritic segmentwas located approximately 50 pm
from the Purkinje cell bodies in the molecular layer (series20,
Fig. 1A). It was completely surroundedby the parallel axons of
the granule cells. The second dendritic segment was located
approximately 150 pm from the Purkinje cellsand wasselected
for its location near a blood vesselbecauseit would be one of
the first dendritesreachedby the diffusing fixative and therefore
should be optimally preserved (series25, Fig. 1B). The region
between the blood vesseland one sideof this dendrite had very
few granule cell axons.
Asymmetric synapseson dendritic spinesof Purkinje spiny
branchlets are characterized by a thick postsynaptic density
(PSD), a widened cleft with densestaining material, and a presynaptic axonal varicosity filled with round clear vesicles.Nonspiny dendrites of stellate or basket cells(labeled “non” in Fig.
1A) form similar asymmetric synapseswith some of the same

axonal varicosities. Each spinehascisternaeof SER (Figs. 1, A,
B; 2).
Front and back views of three-dimensional(3-D) reconstructions from these2 dendritic segmentsillustrate the high density
of dendritic spineson Purkinje spiny branchlets (Fig. 2, A, B).
All of the dendritic spineswere graphically removed and trianglesleft at their origins to illustrate the position about the
circumferenceof the dendritic segments.The dendritic segment
of series20 was 2.6 Mm long and had 43 spine origins for a
density of 14.3 spines/pm;spinesemergedfrom all sidesof the
dendrite, though in somewhatirregular patches.The dendritic
segmentof series25 was 4.6 pm long and had 54 spine origins
for a density of 11.6 spines/pm.Spinesemergedpreferentially
from the side of series25 facing towards the neuropil, while the
side of this dendrite facing the blood vesselhad only 2 spine
origins (arrow along blood vessel,bv).
Three-dimensional reconstructions of all spinescompletely
contained within these serial sectionswere graphically edited
into their headand neck compartments.Three spinesillustrated
in Figure 3A show the trend that spineswith longer neckstend
to have smallerheadsthan spineswith shorternecks(r = -0.4 1,
p < 0.0005). A similar editing of the SER into head and neck
portions showshow its shapemimics the overall spine shape
(Fig. 3B).
Dimensionsof spines,synapses,and axonal varicosities are
combined for series20 and 25, and are summarized in Table
1. Spinesfrom series25 had on average70% larger PSD areas
(p < O.OOl),20% larger head volumes 0, < O.OOS),59% more
SER in the heads(p < 0.001) and 41% more vesiclesin the
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25

Figure 2. A and B, Complete reconstructions of dendritic segments from series 20 and 25, each rotated 180” about their central axis. In the middle
pair of reconstructions, spines were graphically removed from the dendrite so that density and distribution could he visualized with triangles
positioned at spine origins. Spine 39 of series 20 and spine 12 of series 25 are labeled for position reference across the reconstructions. Spines 24
and 25 of series 25 were the only spine origins facing the blood vessel (bv) and their synapses shared one of the only 2 axons coursing between the
blood vessel and this segment of dendrite. The diameter of the dendritic segment in series 20 averaged 1.27 +- 0.18 pm along its length, and the
series 25 segment diameter averaged 1.04 ? 0.20 pm along its length.

presynaptic axonal varicosities (p < 0.05) than spines of series
20. The neck volume, SER volume in the neck, neck diameters,
and neck lengths were not significantly different between series
20 and 25. Complete reconstruction of dendritic spines and their
presynaptic axonal varicosities was possible for 64 of the 97
spines originating from these 2 dendritic segments. The SER
tracings were incomplete for 3 of the spines. Eleven of the axonal
varicosities were shared by more than 1 spine for a total of 53
(see below for discussion of varicosity sharing). The correlation
(r) between each spine or axonal dimension and the PSD area
on the spine was determined, and the probability of a significant
difference (p < 0.05) from zero correlation was tested (Horowitz,

1974). For both series, the PSD area was positively correlated
with the total spine volume (Fig. 4) the SER volume, and the
number of vesicles in the presynaptic axonal varicosity (Table
1). The PSD area was not significantly correlated with any dimension of the spine neck, though longer spines tended to have
smaller PSDs (Table 1).
The PSD areas of these 64 reconstructed dendritic spines were
not significantly different from the PSD areas of 152 other spines
in the 2 adjacent and 2 distant sample fields (see Materials and
Methods above for selection of sample fields). Since PSD area
is well correlated with some other spine dimensions, this finding
suggests that the range of spine dimensions and features ob-
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p - +.51,

p < .0005

0.45

t

1m-f
Figure 3. A, Dendriticspines,
andB, theSERwithin them,graphically
editedinto head(thin lines) andneck(thicklines)compartments,
where
arrows indicatethehead/neckjunction.
Spineswith shorterneckstended
to havelargerheads
andPSDs(filled blackareas) thanspines
with longer

necks,asillustratedfrom left to right of this figure.The shapeof the
SERmimicsoverall spineshape.The volumesof the spineand SER
compartments
werecomputedfrom theseeditedreconstructions.
Scale
bar is for both A andB.
tained from thesereconstructeddendritic segmentsis not likely
to be unique among Purlcinje cells but overlaps the larger population.
SER of dendritic

spines

SER is the only organelleconsistently found in dendritic spines.
Complete serial reconstructions of this organelle consistently
revealed it to be connected to the SER of the parent dendrite
(seefigs. 19 and 20 of Harris and Stevens, 1988).The shapeof
a dendritic spine mimics the overall shapeof its contained SER
(Fig. 3B). A tight relationship between spine and SER shape
could be studied quantitatively in spinesthat were sectioned

Total

Spine

Volume

(urn31

Figure 4. Relationship
betweentotal spinevolumeand PSDareaon

the spinehead.A best-fitline is superimposed
on the datapointsfor
individual spines.

perpendicularly to their long axis, i.e., cross-sectioned.In these
2 series,12 spineswere cross-sectionedand the cross-sectional
areasof the spine, SER, and synapsewere compared along the
length of the spine,beginning with the spineneck origin at the
parent dendrite. Graphs for a short spine neck (Fig. 5A), an
average spine neck (Fig. 5B), and a long spine neck (Fig. 5C)
show a good correlation betweenspinearea and SER area. The
correlation between spine cross-sectionalarea and SER crosssectional area along the length of thesespinesaveraged +0.78
for the cross-sectionedspines,with 11 spinesbetween +0.60

Table 1. Spine dimensions and relationship

to synaptic (PSD) area

Range
Feature

N

SynapticPSDarea@m2)
Spinevolume&m3)
Head
Neck
Spinesurfacearea(pm2)
Head
Neck
SERvolumekm))
Head
Neck
Axonal varicosity@m3)
Vesiclenumber
Spinelengthkm)
Head
Neck
Neckdiameter&m)

64

Abbreviations:
N, number completely
with synaptic PSD area; p. probability

Mean+ SD

64
64
64
64
64
64

61
62
62
53
53
64
64
64
64

0.15 + 0.08
0.12 + 0.02
0.10 + 0.02
0.02 + 0.01
1.12 k 0.18
0.90 k 0.17
0.28 + 0.15
0.02 ? 0.01
0.017 IL 0.008
0.003 k 0.002
0.25 f 0.12
485 + 246
1.22 + 0.30
0.57 + 0.05
0.66 + 0.32
0.20 + 0.04

LOW

High

r

0.04
0.06
0.04
0.002
0.69
0.47
0.05
0.008
0.002
0.0002
0.04
38
0.72
0.43
0.12
0.09

0.36
0.18
0.17
0.095
1.63
1.27
1.16
0.04
0.038
0.014
0.60
1234
2.61
0.68
2.18
0.31

-

-

+0.51
+0.55
+0.16
+0.15
+0.30
-0.16
+0.41
+0.42
-0.13
+0.17
+0.42
-0.20
+0.51
-0.27
+0.13

<0.0005

contained within the series for a full 3-dimensional reconstruction;
that r is not different from zero; ns, r is not significantly different

P

<0.0005

ns
ns
co.01
ns
co.005
<0.0005

ns
ns
co.005

ns
<0.0005
co.05

ns
r, correlation
from zero.
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Table 2. Comparison of spines with nonsharing and sharing axonal
varicosities
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Figure 6. Relationship between total spine volume and the total volume of SER in the spines. A best-fit line, computed by the RS 1 program,
is superimposed on the data points for individual spines.
and +0.93 and
head and was
small synapse
areas along its

the 12th spine at +0.23. The 12th spine had no
therefore simply a long thin projection
with a
and irregular fluctuations
in the spine and SER
length. The area of the SER in the spine head is

Nonsharing
varicosities
(n = 34)

PSD area (pm2)
0.17 + 0.09
Spine volume (pm))
0.12 * 0.02
0.11 + 0.02
Head
Neck
0.02 -t 0.01
0.022 f 0.008
SER volume (pm3)
Head
0.019 + 0.008
Neck
0.003 + 0.002
Varicosity volumea (rm3) 0.24 k 0.12
Vesicle number
472 31 244
Spine length (pm)
1.15 + 0.25
0.58 + 0.05
Head
Neck
0.58 c!z0.26
Neck diameter (pm)
0.19 + 0.04

Sharing
varicosities
(n = 21)
0.10
0.11
0.09
0.02
0.016
0.013
0.003
0.31
553
1.35
0.55
0.79
0.17

+
f
+
2
-t
+
*
+
f
+
+
+
*

0.05
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.005
0.005
0.003
0.13
282
0.41
0.05
0.42
0.04

P
CO.001
=0.05
co.02
ns
CO.001
CO.001
ns
ns
ns
ns
co.02
co.05
ns

Means + SD are given. Abbreviations:
n, number of complete spines that also
had complete varicosities; p, probability
that the means of the features are equal
for sharing and nonsharing varicosities; ns, means are not significantly different
for nonsharing and sharing varicosities.
0 Thirteen different varicosities were shared by more than one synapse.

maximal in sections containing
the synapse, and the average
correlation between synaptic cross-sectional area and SER crosssectional area for these 12 spines was +0.60.
The SER occupied between 8 and 26% of the total spine neck

Figure 7. A, Spines 27 and 25 of series 20 (thin lines), not sharing their presynaptic axonal varicosities (thick lines). All other spines on this
dendritic segment were graphically removed for clarity. B, Sharing of a presynaptic axonal varicosity by 2 dendritic spines of the same dendritic
segment. C, Sharing of 2 different presynaptic axonal varicosities by synapses located on heads 1 and 5 of branched spine (#23 in Fig. lA), with
synapses located on the heads of 2 distant unbranched spines (stars) from the same dendritic segment. D, Sharing of axonal varicosities (~34, ~37)
by dendritic spines (~34, ~37) and shaft synapses of a nonspiny dendrite (non in Fig. 1A). Scale bar for A-D.
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With
synapses

Without
synapses

Feature

(n = 5)

(n = 6)

Branchvolume(pm3)
SER volume(pm’)
Total length(pm)
Neckdiameter(rm)

0.11 * 0.05

0.05
0.006

+ 0.02

1.24f 0.22

2 0.001
1.04+ 0.34

0.22

0.23

+ 0.03

0.02

Means + SD are given. Abbreviations:
that these means are equal.

k 0.007
+ 0.06
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P

n, number of spine branches;p,

CO.01
CO.02

ns
ns
probability

Spinesassociatedwith nonsharingaxonal varicosities had shorter necksthan spinesassociatedwith sharingaxonal varicosities,
though the total spinelength and neck diametersdid not differ
significantly between these2 groups of spines.

a-

l urn

Figure 8. A, Branchedspine23,andB, the SERwithin it. Small arrows
of A indicate the junction betweenthe protrusion(thin lines up the
center)and eachspinebranch;large arrows indicatethe junction betweenthe neck(thick lines) andthe head(thin lines) of branches1 and

5 wherePSDsare filled to indicatethe locationof synapses
on these
branches.
cytoplasm, and between 5 and 30% of the total spine head
cytoplasm. Total spine volume and total SER volume waswell
correlatedfor the completepopulation of 64 reconstructedspines,
where larger spineshad more SER than smaller spines(Fig. 6).
Axonal varicositiespresynaptic to dendritic spines
Each dendritic spine was found to have only 1 synapseon its
head, and usually the presynaptic axonal varicosities of the parallel fibers that formed the spine synapsehad only one synapse
on them. A relationship of one spine to one axonal varicosity
is illustrated by spines25 and 27 of series20 in Figure lA, and
is graphically reconstructed in Figure 7A. Total spine volume,
head volume, and PSD areas were proportional to the total
number of vesicles in the presynaptic axonal varicosity (r =
+0.43, +0.37, +0.41, respectively; p -C 0.005). Spine neck
volume wasnot significantly correlated with vesiclenumber (r =
+0.06).
Sharing of presynaptic axonal varicosities
Some of the axonal varicosities formed more than 1 synapse
and shareda contiguouspopulation of vesiclesamong2 or more
synapses.Of 63 complete axonal varicosities in these 2 series,
17 (27%) were shared by more than one synapse.Most (19%)
of the sharingoccurred between neighboring spinesof the same
dendritic segment(Fig. 7, B, C). Occasionally (6%), axonal varicosities were shared by spine synapsesof Purkinje branchlets
and shaft synapsesof nonspiny dendrites in the samefield (Fig.
70). Rarely (2%), axonal varicosities were sharedby spinesof
different dendrites (not shown).
Dimensionsof spinesand synapsesassociatedwith nonsharing axonal varicosities were compared with those associated
with sharing axonal varicosities (Table 2). Synaptic area, spine
headvolume, and the volume of SER in the headwereall greater
for spineswith nonsharing axonal varicosities. Nonsharing and
sharing axonal varicosities did not differ significantly in the
number of vesiclesthey contained,therefore, fewervesiclesmight
be available for each synapselocated on a sharing varicosity.

Evidencefor spine remodeling:branchedspinesand spines
without PSDs
Dendritic spineswere referred to as “branched spines”if: more
than 1 spineemergedfrom a singleprotrusion of the dendrite,
and this protrusion had dimensionsin the rangeof singlespine
necks; it contained SER, and it did not contain microtubules,
and was therefore not a small dendritic branch. The series20
dendritic segmenthad 2 branchedspines.One had 5 branches2 with synapseson their heads(#l and 5) and 3 (#2,3,4) having
no PSDs or axonal varicosities, but ending bluntly in astrocytic
sheaths(Fig. 8A). Both branchesof the secondbranched spine
in series20 had no PSDs and ended in astrocytic sheaths.The
series25 dendritic segmentalso had 2 branched spines.One
had 2 branches,both with synapses-one sharingits presynaptic
varicosity with an unbranched spineof the samedendritic segment and the other having a nonsharingsynapseon one branch
and no synapseon the secondbranch. Together thesefindings
suggestthat 1 in 16 (4 of 64) cerebellar dendritic spinesmight
be branched.
The head and neck compartments of branched spineswere
comparedwith singlespinesby graphical editing of eachbranch
and its SER from the common base that protruded from the
dendrite (Fig. 8, A, B). Brancheswith synapsesdid not differ
significantly from unbranched spinesfor any spine or axonal
varicosity dimension. However, branches with synapseswere
larger and contained more SER than brancheswithout synapses,
though neck diameter and total length did not differ significantly
(Table 3).
Of the 64 complete spinesin these 2 seriesonly one unbranched spinehad no PSD, though it wasapposedto a vesiclefilled axonal varicosity, and its total volume (0.08 pm3), neck
length (0.55 pm), and neck diameter (0.19 pm) were within the
rangeof other unbranched spines.
Implications of spinedimensionsfor the resistancehypothesis
Biophysical modelsthat simulatethe transfer of synaptic current
from spineheadsthrough their necksto the recipient dendrites
assumethe spine headsto be sphericaland the spine necksto
be cylindrical. The measuredhead surfaceareasof these cerebellar spinesdeviated from predictions basedon spherical assumptionsby -9 +_10% (Fig. 9A). The measuredneck surface
areasof these reconstructed spinesdeviated from predictions
basedon cylindrical assumptionsby -25 -t 9% (Fig. 9B). We
assumedthese deviations from spherical and cylindrical predictions to result from experimental measurementerror because
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Figure 9. A, Deviation of measured
head surfacearea(S.A.) from

sphericalpredictionsis - 9 + 10%.The lineindicateswhereempirical
andpredictedvaluesmatch.If thesespineheadswere“oval” shapes
or
hadvery unevencontours,the datapointswouldfall to the right of the
line, wheremoresurfaceareawouldbe measured
than predictedfor a
sphere.Sincemost of the points fall to the left, we assume
we have
missedsomeof the surfaceareaassociated
with theseheads(seetext).
B, Deviationof measured
necksurfacearea(S.A.)from the cylindrical
predictionsis -25 + 9%.The line illustrateswhereempiricalandpredictedvaluesmatch.Iftheseneckshadunevencontoursor moresurface
area/volumethan wouldbe predictedfor a cylinder,the pointsshould
fall to the right of the line.
there is too little measuredsurface area for the measuredvolume. Boundary surfaceareasare the most difficult structuresto
recognize on the electron micrographs, especiallyfor the small
spine necks, and therefore portions might have been missed.
We used results generated in figure 7a of Wilson (1984) to
test whether the dimensionsof thesePurkinje spinenecksmight
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Figure IO. A, Theoreticalpercentreductionfrom maximaltransferof
synapticchargethat wouldoccurif thesynapse
occurredon thedendritic
shaft. The spineneckdimensions,assuming
that SER hasthe same
resistivity asthe spineneckcytoplasm,aresuperimposed
on the theoreticalcurves.Forty-five spinesreducechargetransferredby lessthan
5%,17spinesarebetween5 and 1046,and2 spinesareabove10%(see
text for further explanation).B, Theoreticalpercentreductionin maximalchargetransferdueto spineneckdimensions
if theSERmembrane
ishighlyresistive.Theeffectiveneckdiameterwasrecomputed
by subtractingthe SERvolumefrom thetotal neckvolume.Forty-four spines
reducechargetransferby lessthan 5%, 16 spinesare between5 and
lo%, and4 spinesarebetween10and 30%reduction.

reduce the amount of synaptic charge reaching the recipient
dendrite from the theoretical maximum that would be possible
if the synapsehad instead occurred directly on the dendritic
shaft. The Wilson model usedthe alpha function (alpha = 50)
to simulatea transient synapticconductancechangethat reached
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a peak value of 5 nS on a spherical spine head. (For a detailed
discussion of the alpha function, see Wilson, 1984, and Brown
et al., 1988.) Spine membrane resistance of 2000 Q-cm* and
cytoplasmic resistance of 100 O-cm were used to calculate peak
transfer of synaptic charge for spines varying in diameters from
0.1 to 0.5 pm and lengths of 0.5, 1.5, and 3.0 pm. To generate
our theoretical percent reduction curves (Fig. 10, A, B), the
intersection of neck diameters and lengths that would cause 5,
10, and 30% reduction ofpeak current, relative to the asymptotic
maximums for shaft synapses, were computed from figure 7a
of Wilson (1984). Our measured spine neck dimensions were
then superimposed on these theoretical curves.
If the SER occupying the spine neck were assumed to have
the same resistance as the spine neck cytoplasm, then most of
these spine necks would cause less than 5% reduction in transfer
of synaptic charge (Fig. lOA). In the worst case, the resistance
of the SER membrane would completely block current flow
through the SER, and the volume that the SER cistemae occupy
in the spine cytoplasm would be unavailable for charge transfer.
To test the effect of highly resistant SER membrane, the volume
of SER found in the spine necks was subtracted from the total
neck volume and the diameter of the necks recalculated for the
remaining volume using the cylindrical formula. This calculation revealed a slight increase in the number of spines that would
reduce charge transfer (by lo-30%). Even in this extreme case
for SER resistance, most of the spines would still cause less than
5% reduction in charge transfer (Fig. 10B).
Discussion
These results show that dendritic spines of Purkinje spiny
branchlets occur at a higher density along the dendrite than has
been previously reported (e.g., Palay and Chan-Palay, 1974;
Pysh and Weiss, 1979; see also Harris and Stevens, 1988, for
discussion of differences in spine densities). Spine size is proportional to the volume of SER they contain, to PSD area on
their heads, and to the number of vesicles in the presynaptic
axonal varicosity. Spines with larger heads and synapses tend
to have shorter necks than spines with smaller heads and synapses. Spines that do not share their presynaptic axonal varicosities tend to have larger heads and synapses than spines that
share their axonal varicosities. Some spines are branched and
approximately half of the branches have no PSDs or axonal
varicosities associated with them. The spine heads are essentially spherical, and spine necks tend to be cylindrical, and therefore these spines are good candidates for modeling the effects
that variations in their dimensions might have on the transfer
of charge from the synapse to the recipient dendrite.
Spine sample selection
The detailed description of spines from 2 dendritic segments
located in the cerebellar cortex of 2 different rats seemingly
represents a description of a very small sample of the extensive
population of dendritic spines located there. Both rats were
sexually mature adults but were of different weights and were
subjected to different fixation protocols. The segment of series
20 was specifically selected for its location in the middle of dense
neuropil, where it was surrounded by the parallel fiber axons.
The dendritic segment of series 25 was specifically selected for
its location near a blood vessel, possibly enhancing the quality
of fixation. Both series showed excellent quality of fixation as
judged by continuous plasmalemmas, unswollen mitochondria,
well-preserved and continuous SER, and well-preserved and
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continuous microtubules in the dendrites. Differences in spine
dimensions between these 2 dendritic segments are not likely
to have occurred from nonspecific swelling because the difference was not uniform along the spine; neck dimensions were
the same for both series, though heads were on average larger
for series 25. Similarly, differences in section thickness estimates
for the 2 series does not account for the variation in spine
dimensions. It seems possible that the older age of the series 25
rat and/or the more distal location of this dendritic segment
might have contributed to the relatively larger spine head dimensions, though an age-related or field-position effect will require further parametric testing.
Selection of 2 dendritic segments photographed through serial
sections provided an unbiased sampling of spines, because at
the time when the dendrites were chosen for photography on
the middle sections of these series, we could not know any of
the spine properties that would occur in preceding or subsequent
sections. The areas of PSDs on the reconstructed spines overlapped a much larger population of PSDs on spines located in
other fields of the molecular layer, supporting the assertion that
the reconstructed spines are not unique among Purkinje spiny
branchlets, but probably represent a larger population of spines
found there.
Complete reconstructions of dendritic segments gave new information about local circuitry. These are the first demonstrations that spines located along a single Purkinje spiny branchlet
often share the same population of presynaptic vesicles, which
presumably contain excitatory amino acid(s) neurotransmitters
(Stone, 1979; Schulman, 1983). The presence of branched spines,
some lacking PSDs, on these untreated, adult dendrites suggests
they are normal features of the neuropil and might represent
ongoing plasticity or growth and differentiation of spines in
adults (cf. Sotelo, 1973, 1975a, b; Hemdon and Oster-Granite,
1975; Hirano and Dembitzer, 1975; Privat, 1975; Chen and
Hillman, 1982a, b, 1985; Hirano, 1983). It is unlikely, however,
that the cerebellar branched spines represent the splitting of
single synapses and division of a single spine because the heads
of a single-branched spine are widely separated in the neuropil
and do not share the same presynaptic axonal varicosity (NeitoSampedro et al., 1982).
Relationships between spine geometry and anatomical
indicators of synaptic ejicacy
We have obsesrved that larger spine heads are associated with
more SER, larger synapses, and more vesicles in the presynaptic
axonal varicosity. As synapses are larger and the presynaptic
varicosity has more vesicles, synaptic transmission is presumed
to be more effective. We propose that growth of the spine head
parallels growth of the PSD and associated SER in response to
enhanced synaptic efficacy. A greater synaptic efficacy could
result in more rapid influx of ions and possibly a higher concentration of ions in the spine head near to the synapse (Gamble
and Koch, 1987). Electron microscopic microanalysis and oxalate precipitation have shown that SER contains calcium, and
it has been proposed that this organelle might act as a final site
to buffer the spine cytoplasm from high concentrations of calcium (Gray and Guillery, 1963; Westrum et al., 1980; Burgoyne
et al., 1983; Fifkova et al., 1983; Andrews and Reese, 1986;
Andrews et al., 1987). Alternatively, calcium might be released
from the SER to cooperate with ion influx during synaptic transmission and facilitate activation of proteins, such as actin or
calcium-dependent calmodulin, in the spine (Henkart, 1980;
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Crick, 1982; Gray, 1982; Filkova and Delay, 1982; Katsumaru
et al., 1982; Matus et al., 1982; Landis and Reese, 1983; Markham and Filkova, 1986; Brown et al., 1988, for further review).
Either of these possible functions might involve the growth or
swelling of SER in the spine head in response to enhanced synaptic efficacy.
Differences in spine neck diameters do not parallel differences
in spine head volume, head SER volume, PSD area, or the
number of vesicles in the axonal varicosity. Neck diameters are
the same for spines with large or small heads, with large or small
PSD areas, and with axons containing many or few vesicles.
Neck diameters are the same for spines with nonsharing or
sharing axonal varicosities. Neck diameters do not differ on
branches of branched spines with or without PSDs, though the
absence of PSDs is associated with less total branch volume and
less SER. These observations suggest that spine neck diameter
is not strongly influenced by activity level at the synapse on the
spine head.
Involvement of organelles in spine creation and shape control
Research over the last 2 decades has shown that an internal
“cytoskeleton,”
consisting of neurofilaments (NF), microtubules
(MT), and a subcellular matrix is in some way responsible for
control of neurite shape (for review, see Stevens et al., 1988).
Through a combination of experimental methods and computer-assisted serial electron microscopy, this cytoskeleton concept
has been further elaborated (Ellias and Stevens, 1980; Sasaki et
al., 1983; Sasaki-Sherrington et al., 1984; Jacobs and Stevens,
1986a, b). These studies conclude that, in addition to the microtubules and neurofilaments, organelles such as mitochondria
and SER may control the assembly of cytoskeletal elements, as
well as contribute to the control of neurite shape.
Sasaki-Sherrington et al. (1984) first noticed that organelles
always had an additional cytoplasmic volume associated with
them. This extra cytoplasmic volume was present in direct proportion to the volume of the organelle itself and was called an
“obligatory volume.” The relationship was initially noticed in
retinal AI1 amacrine cells and has since been extended to several
other cell types (see Stevens et al., 1988, for review). These cells
have neurites with large prominent varicosities. When reconstrutted at the EM level, it became clear that, without exception,
each varicosity contained a mitochondrion and, conversely, each
mitochondrion was associated with a varicosity. In addition,
there was a good relationship between organelle volume and the
total synaptic surface area found on the varicosity.
The good correlation between dendritic spine volumes and
their associated SER volumes is surprisingly similar to the result
reported for dendritic varicosities (Sasaki-Sherrington
et al.,
1984). Our data also show a very good correlation between the
spine SER volumes and synaptic area on the spines. Thus, it
may be that dendritic spines are specialized organelle-containing
compartments suited to support synapses, like dendritic varicosities.
Influence of spine neck geometry on resistance to synaptic
transmission
In the more than 30 years since Chang (1952) first proposed
that changes in spine neck dimensions could modulate synaptic
efficacy, many biophysical models have supported similar views
(Diamond et al., 1970; Rall, 1970, 1974, 1978; Perkel, 1982/
83; Koch and Poggio, 1983; Kawato et al., 1984; Turner, 1984;
Wilson, 1984; Perkel and Perkel, 1985). For mathematical purposes, these models have assumed the spine head to be spherical

and the spine neck to be cylindrical. Our empirical measures
support these geometrical assumptions for dendritic spines of
the Purkinje spiny branchlets.
The plasma membrane resistance and cytoplasmic resistance
have been assumed to fall in the range measured from cell somas
and dendrites because direct measurement of intrinsic spine
characteristics has been impossible. Measurement of synaptic
conductance changes that occur at individual spine synapses has
also been impossible, though biophysical modeling shows that
the range of effect that spine dimensions have on total charge
transferred to the dendrite is nonlinearly related to the magnitude of conductance changes that occur at the synapses (e.g.,
Koch and Poggio, 1983; Wilson, 1984; Rall and Segev, 1988).
Therefore, our application ofthe Wilson model to these Purkinje
spines must be considered a preliminary strategy to test whether
the dimensions of a population of spines are likely to influence
transfer of charge to the recipient dendrite. If the values of
synaptic conductance (5 x 1O-9 S), time to peak conductance
(l/alpha, alpha = 50) specific membrane resistance (2000 Q-m2),
and cytoplasmic resistivity (100 Q-cm) used in the Wilson model
are within the range that normally occurs at Purkinje dendritic
spines, then we could conclude from our measurements that the
spine neck dimensions are unlikely to reduce transfer of synaptic
charge by more than 20% even if the SER membrane is highly
resistant. Further analysis will be required if the intrinsic characteristics of these spines or the size of synaptic conductance
changes that occur at their synapses are grossly different from
those used in the Wilson model.
Ifthese theoretical predictions are correct, lengthening or thinning of the spines with parallel fiber activation could produce
as much as 80% reduction in synaptic transmission, whereas
shortening and widening of most of these necks would result in
less than 10% enhancement of synaptic transmission. Therefore,
these cerebellar spine necks are positioned on the theoretical
curves where participation in the reduction of synaptic efficacy
could occur by thinning or lengthening of the spine necks, but
no change in neck geometry would significantly enhance transfer
of charge to the recipient dendrite.
Repeated and conjunctive stimulation of climbing fiber and
parallel fiber inputs to Purkinje cells results in a decrement of
postsynaptic response to the parallel fiber input (Ito et al., 1982;
Ito, 1984, 1985) and behavioral habituation of the nictitating
membrane response (Thompson, 1986). If alterations in cerebellar spine geometry are associated with these reductions in
synaptic efficacy or behavioral response, then stimulated Purkinje spines should be longer and thinner (i.e., more resistive)
than unstimulated spines (Ito et al., 1982; Ito, 1984, 1985). In
contrast, during hibernation, a time when activation of Purkinje
cells is likely to be low, the dendritic spines appear to have
swollen heads on short necks in Golgi preparations of the ground
squirrel cerebellum (Boycott, 1982). Paradoxically, deafferentation or noninnervation of Purkinje spiny branchlets results in
long, thin, and frequently branched spines, often with PSDs,
but no presynaptic axons (Sotelo, 1973, 1975a, b; Hemdon and
Oster-Granite, 1975; Hirano and Dembitzer, 1975; Landis and
Reese, 1977; Chen and Hillman, 1982a, b, 1985; Taveres et al.,
1983). Surely these noninnervated spines are not being highly
activated by axonal input to cause elongation. Perhaps cerebellar
spines continue to elongate and branch until they establish an
effective synapse with a presynaptic partner. Then an activitydependent regulation of spine shape and size, SER volume, and
PSD area might ensue.
This pattern of response decrement that occurs at Purkinje
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cells contrasts with hippocampal cells, where repeated stimulation of their axonal input results in long-term potentiation
(LTP) of the physiological response. Results from anatomical
studies of single thin sections from stimulated hippocampus
have been interpreted to suggest that spine necks swell and
shorten, heads become rounder or conversely, more concave,
and PSD area increases (Van Harreveld and Filkova, 1975;
Moshkov et al., 1977, 1980; F&ova and Anderson, 1981; Lee
et al., 1981; Desmond and Levy, 1983, 1986a, b, 1988; Chang
and Greenough, 1984; Wenzel et al., 1985; Petukhov and Popov, 1986) Other hippocampal studies suggest that short and
stubby spines can mediate LTP and that spine neck shortening
and widening is not necessary for LTP (Reeves and Steward,
1986;Harrisetal.,
1987, 1988).Ifspineneckconstrictionserves
to restrain biochemical products of LTP to activated synapses,
then spine geometry could act to confer specificity of LTP to
the locus of LTP induction (Brown et al., 1988).
Complete 3-dimensional reconstructions of dendritic spines
and biophysical modeling should help to resolve whether spine
geometry changes sufficiently, and in the appropriate directions,
to be involved in depression of cerebellar response or enhancement of hippocampal response following repeated activation of
synaptic inputs. Specific modeling of diffusion through dendritic
spines will be required to determine whether spines with the
dimensions reported here are likely to restrain various proteins
and/or ions to the heads of selectively activated spines (Shepherd, 1979; Gamble and Koch, 1987; Brown et al., 1988). If
compartmentation is an important function of spine necks, then
we would expect that changes in synaptic efficacy would not
alter the diameter of existing constricted spine necks, but rather
influence the dimensions of the spine head and SER volume,
the features we have seen here to fluctuate across adult cerebellar
spines of differing morphologies.
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